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Fog generally poses challenges for multi-view stereo (MVS) algorithms,
however it also importantly contains depth cues that are qualitatively different from stereo vision. Moreover, MVS actually helps resolve the airlightalbedo ambiguity in defogging. In this paper, we introduce a method to
jointly estimate scene depth and recover the clear latent image from a foggy
video sequence. In our formulation, the depth cues from stereo matching
and fog information reinforce each other, producing superior results than
conventional stereo or defogging algorithms.
A widely used fog scattering model is [2]:
I(x) = J(x)α (x) + A(1 − α (x)),

(1)

where I is the observed image in scattering media, J is the latent clear
image, A is the global atmospheric light, and α is the medium transmission
determining the portion of the light that is not scattered and reaches the
camera. When the atmosphere is homogeneous, the transmission α can be
expressed as α (x) = e−β z(x) , where β is the scattering coefficient depending
on the density of the media, and z is the distance from the scene point to the
camera center. To simplify the formulation, we assume that the scene point
depth can approximate z well as in [1].
To formulate the problem of video-based stereo reconstruction, we assume n continuous frames I = {It |t = 1, . . . , n} with known camera parameters C = {Kt , Rt , tt |t = 1, . . . , n}. We follow [6] to estimate the inverse depth
maps D = {Dt |t = 1, . . . , n} for all the frames. That is, Dt (x) = 1/Zt (x),
and Zt (x) is the depth of pixel x in frame t. To formulate the problem into
a generic random field for dense image labeling, the continuous value of Dt
is discretized into equal steps within some range [dmin , dmax ]. The energy
function then takes the following form:
n

E(D) =

∑ (E p (Dt ) + η Eg (Dt ) + ρ Es (Dt )),

(2)

t=1

where E p (Dt ) is the photoconsistency term, Eg (Dt ) is the geometric coherence term and Es (Dt ) is the smoothness term.
E p (Dt ) measures the photoconsistency of frame t and its neighboring
frames and is defined as
E p (Dt ) =
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Figure 1: The new photoconsistency term: (a) A source frame from the
“Bali” data with two heavily attenuated pixels, (b) The data cost at pixel 1.
(c) The data cost at pixel 2. The green squares mark the true inverse depth
(manually verified by projecting to other frames).
transmission map satisfies the Laplacian smoothness prior [4]. Concerning
this, we find that this prior not only refines the transmission map, but also
helps to preserve details in the depth map, probably due to its close relation
to spectral image segmentation. Therefore, we add a Laplacian term
ELap (Dt ) = vec(αt )T Lt vec(αt ),

(5)

where vec(αt ) converts αt into vector form, and Lt is the matting Laplacian
matrix [5].
We also find that the fog transmission conveys more reliable constraint on depth order between points than on their absolute depth values. We
further leverage on this aspect of fog information. More specifically, assume x and y are two neighboring pixels. If αt (x) > αt (y), we expect
Dt (x) ≥ Dt (y). Thus, when it is violated, we assign a large penalty τ2 . Since
this condition also encodes the pairwise neighboring relationships, it is easy
to incorporate it into Es (Dt ), resulting in a smoothness term with ordering
constraint Eso (Dt ) (specific formulation can be found in the paper).
Finally, our new energy function takes the following form

where N (t) denotes the neighboring frames of t and li→ j (x, Di (x)) projects
n
the pixel x with inverse depth Di (x) in frame i to frame j. However, this
E(D) = ∑ (E ps (Dt ) + η Eg (Dt ) + ρ Eso (Dt ) + λ ELap (Dt )).
(6)
measurement becomes less accurate in a foggy video, because the scene
t=1
radiance is attenuated differently from different camera positions. To over- To solve this problem, we adopt an alternating optimization strategy with
come this difficulty, we take the scattering effect into consideration and de- half quadratic splitting [3], based on the idea of introducing an auxiliary
fine the new photoconsistency term that is corrected for scattering effect:
variable to decouple the terms and update them alternatingly. More details
are described in the paper
1
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∥Iˆt ′ (x) − It ′ (lt→t ′ (x, Dt (x)))∥,

(4)

(x,α (x))

where Iˆt ′ (x) = (It (x) − A) t→t ′α (x)t
+ A and πi→ j (x, αi (x)) computes the
t
corresponding transmission value in the j-th frame for the pixel x in the ith frame with transmission αi (x). Computing Iˆt ′ (x) can be interpreted as
synthesizing the attenuated appearance of pixel of x in the t ′ frame with
given transmission αt (x). Note that αt (x) can be related to Dt (x) from
α (x) = e−β z(x) , so Dt is the only unknown in Equation (4).
Figure 1 (b)(c) show the values of our improved data term at the two
points marked in Figure 1(a). Since these faraway points are highly attenuated and thus suffer from low image contrast, the conventional data term
does not work and tends to assign incorrect depth values to these points. In
comparison, the new photoconsistency cost shows a clear minimum at the
position of the true inverse depth.
Meanwhile, the presence of transmission in Equation (4) opens up the
possibility of enriching the details of the reconstructed depth, because a fog
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